Technical Proﬁle
VapourView

®

Non-Intrusive ‘Gas-in-Liquid’
Detection Instrument
The VapourView instrument provides vital information to
the end-user on the presence of gases in a pump’s internal
ﬂow regime and forewarns of adverse conditions likely to
affect bearing lubrication or magnetic coupling cooling.
Early intervention by system engineers, who can undertake
remedial action, will maximise the operating life of plant
equipment.
®

This innovative, non-intrusive instrument uses an ultrasonic signal to
detect the presence of gas in a liquid stream from outside the conﬁnes
of the pump pressure boundary.
VapourView consists of two major components:
the ultrasonic sensor probe
the pulser/receiver unit and junction box
®

The ultrasonic sensor probe is fed through the magnet drive coupling
housing so that it locates against the outside of the containment shell
(non-invasive to the process liquid). This eliminates the need for
additional sealing in a harsh process liquid system.

Applicable to Pump Range

The pulser/receiver unit and its junction box, connected together, are
mounted externally to the pump and are suitable for hazardous areas.
This allows straightforward access for installation into a control system.

Key Design Features

Beneﬁts of VapourView

Real time condition monitoring

Complete sealless pump security

Detects liquid phase change

Eliminates potential for dry running

Intrinsically safe sensor

Ensures correct priming and
venting

Flameproof electronics
Local visual indicators

®

Improved and consistent reliability
Prevents catastrophic failure

On board data recording

No unexpected repair costs

Non-invasive detection

Reduced cost of ownership

4-20mA output signal

Increased process and proﬁtability

Wide temperature operating range
(-40°C to 180°C)

Adaptable for many applications

Higher MTBF / Higher MTBR
Retroﬁtable to GSP Frames 1, 2 &
3 pumps (check with HMD)

Suitable for hazardous
environments
Compatible with existing systems
Complies with relevant standards
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GSA/GSI
GSP
GSPV
GSPLF
LMV-801S
HPGS
HPGSP
GSPX

Frame Size
3
3
3

Pump Range
GSP
HPGSP
GSPX

VapourView® is not suitable for the GT,
GSA Frame 0 and GSI Frame 0 pump
ranges. GSA Frame 1 and GSI Frame 1
availability depends on magnetic coupling
size. Consult with HMD engineering.

Principle of Operation
®

VapourView works by detecting a change of state in the internal ﬂow regime, and does so instantaneously. This is a primary effect and
is in contrast to the traditional Temperature and Power Control Monitoring methods, which only sense the delayed secondary effects on
the ﬂow conditions, with the inevitable time lag inherent in the process.
Speciﬁcally developed ultrasonic technology senses the presence of gas in the product being pumped, enabling plant operators to intervene
quickly to deal with what could be incorrectly primed or vented pump conditions, entrained process gas or incipient vapourisation. This
mitigates damage and minimises unscheduled maintenance action so maximising the life of plant equipment in the long term.
The device constantly looks for:
Large bubbles – which have dissimilar acoustic impedance between gas and liquid
Small bubbles – which attenuate the sound energy by scattering and absorption
The ultrasonic signal crosses the containment wall and passes through the liquid inside until it is ‘bounced’ back from a location within
the pump. This occurs at 10 kHz or 10,000 times per second. By measuring the time and magnitude of the return signal, the condition
of the ﬂuid can be ascertained. Varying levels of gas bubbles in the liquid stream are detected by the change to the ultrasonic signal
the gas causes, by scattering, absorption and the different acoustic impedance (the speed at which sound travels through a medium) of
gas and liquid.

Visual Representation of Typical Gas Concentrations

Images are for guidance only

Electrical Speciﬁcations
®

The signal output from the VapourView ‘gas in liquid’ detector is via a pair of 4 to 20 mA
current loop wires, making it easy to interface with most digital control systems (DCS). The
DCS wiring uses shielded or twisted pairs of 24 AWG or larger wire, and should not exceed
1500m (5000 feet) in length, to yield best results and ensure optimum communication.
The unit is powered from a dedicated 24 Vdc supply with less than 2% ripple. An
external earthing points is provided on the instrument enclosure.

The signal can either be conﬁgured to be
proportional to gas content, or can be used as a
trip switch to prevent dry-running of the pump.
Long term data logging is programmable via an
on-board microSD card.

The two power leads are separate from the two signal leads. A ﬁfth lead provides a
reset switch for the alarm.

®

Note: VapourView is not suitable for 2
wire signal loop powered installations.

Output Signals

* Note that either a proportional output signal or a trip switch output signal may be conﬁgured at any one time.
** Guidance value only. Actual value to be established after taking into account speciﬁc application.

Sensor Probe Lengths
The sensor probe is available in a
variety of lengths to suit the pump
ranges tabulated below.

Instrument Dimensions

Enclosures

The electronics enclosure cover and the junction box cover can both be removed for access, outside of an explosive environment. The
junction box cover needs to be removed to access the electrical terminals for the power supply and signal wire terminations. The
electronics enclosure cover needs to be removed to access the microSD card.

Cable Entry

The junction box has three M20 threaded cable entry points. Suitably rated cables and cable glands (not included) should be used in
®
order to maintain the explosive rating certiﬁed for the VapourView instrument.

Installation

The integral gland on the sensor probe is screwed into the 1/8” NPT port of the pump coupling housing. The probe is then pushed
through the gland until the radial sensor head locates against the containment shell. Finally the integral gland is tightened into position
to create a pressure seal.

Environmental Limitations

®

Best practice is to mount the VapourView instrument in a position where it is subjected to
minimal ambient temperature change. The instrument electronics, temperature operating
limits are -40 to 60°C (-40 to 140°F).

Temperature Limitations

®

The process temperature limitations for the VapourView sensor head are
-40 to 180°C (-40 to 356°F).

Mechanical Limitations
®

Mount the VapourView instrument so that it is not susceptible to vibration and shock
loads and does not have external contact with corrosive materials.

Shipping Weights

®

The unpackaged weight of the VapourView instrument and sensor probe is 2.94 kg.

Connection

The sensor connection is via a Sub Miniature version A (SMA) co-axial connector.

Physical Speciﬁcations

The enclosure is Aluminium Alloy (Al Al) and is rated to IP68.

Materials of Construction
Item
Enclosure
Armoured Cable Gland
Armoured Cable
Blanking Plugs
Co-axial Connectors
Radial Sensor Body
Sensor

Material
Glass and Aluminium Alloy
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel
Gold plated Beryllium Copper
Stainless Steel
PZT (Lead Zirconate Titanate)

Mounting Speciﬁcations
Item
Connection Probe Gland
Terminal Box Entry
Sensor Connector

Dimensions
NPT
3/4” NPT
(SMA) Sub Miniature Version A
1/8”

Enclosure Speciﬁcations &
Explosive Atmosphere Certiﬁcations
Item
Enclosure
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Hazardous Location Certiﬁcation
cUL ﬁle number: E467941
Pulser/receiver unit certiﬁcation:
cUL class 1, division 1, groups B, C and D.
Temperature code T4
cUL sensor rating:
Class 1, division 1, groups A, B, C, D
Temperature code T6 - T1
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